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Abstract

Locally parallel dense patterns - sometimes called texture flows - define a perceptually coherent

structure of particular significance to perceptual organization. We argue that with applications ranging

from image segmentation and edge classification to shading analysis and shape interpretation, texture

flows deserve attention equal to edge segment grouping and curve completion.

This paper develops the notion of texture flow from a geometrical point of view to argue that local

measurements of such structures must incorporate two curvatures. We show how basic theoretical

considerations lead to a unique model for the local behavior of the flow and to a notion of texture flow

“good continuation”. This, in turn, translates to a specification of consistency constraints between

nearby flow measurements which we use for the computation of globally (piecewise) coherent struc-

ture through the contextual framework of relaxation labeling. We demonstrate the results on synthetic

and natural images.
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1 Background

1.1 Texture flow and perceptual organization

A bear’s fur, a zebra’s stripes, and a field of wheat all define a visual structure, sometimes called texture

flow, whose organization into coherent parts is fundamental to many aspects of computer vision. Infor-

mally, texture flows are defined by their orientation content - a dense visual percept characterized by local

parallelism and slowly varying dominant local orientation (almost everywhere). This class of patterns is

common in both natural and man-made objects (Fig. 1) and for centuries it has been used by artists as a

tool to convey both the shape and shading of smoothly varying surfaces and their discontinuities.

In computer vision, parallel structure has been discussed mainly through the non accidentalness ar-

gument [62, 30], shape recovery [51, 31], or in relation to pattern formation processes [21]. In com-

putational perceptual organization, though, it has played a secondary role despite ample psychological

evidence demonstrating that the human visual system organizes and groups parallel structure into co-

herent units. Examples include the parallel structure that emerges from Glass patterns [10] and what

Kanizsa dubbed the “social conformity of a line” [20]. In all cases, this organization dramatically affects

our interpretation of both 2D and 3D scenes (Fig. 2).

Texture flows also appear to posses the same “gap completion” property that has been investigated so

extensively for curves (e.g., [23, 60]). However, texture flow completion cannot be explained as multiple

completions of individual curves. The problem is not only the combinatorics of correspondence between

segment pairs along the occluder boundary, but also the fact that such a one-to-one correspondence does

not necessarily exist (Fig. 2D). Similarly, it can be argued that perceptual filling-in of texture flow is

insensitive to the exact locations at which the integral lines meet the occluder, an observation that stands

in contrast to the qualitative changes (e.g., an emergence of inflection points) that such small perturbations

may introduce to curve completions.

These observations strongly suggest that texture flow representations should be dense (i.e., continu-

ous in the image plane). They further question what “good continuation” [59] means in the context of

Figure 1: Instances of texture flows can be found in a variety of visual stimuli, both natural and artificial.
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Figure 2: Psychological observations on texture flow. (A) Organization of locally parallel structure in Glass patterns

occurs despite the fact that proximity local cues, depicted as a nearest neighbor graph on a zoomed portion of the pattern,

convey no such structure. (B) social conformity of a line [20] drastically affects our interpretation of scenes. While the top is

naturally perceived as two polygons, its superposition with a collection of parallel lines (bottom) is normally perceived as a

diamond occluding a cross. The texture flow grouping thus dominates the continuity of the polygons. (C) Local parallelism

facilitates 3D shape perception. Although both images depict the same surface, its shape is apparent only when the set of

surface contours possess some degree of parallelism (reproduced from [53]). (D) This flow is amodally completed under the

occluders and appears uniform and coherent. It requires a great deal of scrutiny to realize that each of its unoccluded segments

contains a different number of lines, which precludes the completion of texture flow gaps by a line-by-line process.

texture flow, a better understanding of which is essential for segmentation. Flow patterns are commonly

segmented in the neighborhood of singularities, which is sometimes correct (e.g., the folds in Dürer’s

curtains, Fig. 1) but oftentimes not (Fig. 3). In particular, point singularities such as the one in the zebra’s

scapular stripes are intrinsic characteristic of uniform processes of biological pattern formation [34] and

do not represent object boundaries. Thus, in formalizing good continuation for texture flow one should

account for the fact that coherent flows may contain singularities, and thus a wide range of orientations

within a small region. As we will see, this can be done through a notion of curvature.

Psychophysical data also have been gathered about orientation sensitivity and orientation-based tex-

ture segmentation. The data clearly indicates that segmentation performance improves with the amount

of spatial information that is available for the inference of a oriented structure. Much of the research has

concentrated on the effect of elements’ density and length [36], and orientation gradient [36, 28]. Unfor-

tunately, most psychophysical studies of texture flow have concentrated on flows of piecewise constant

orientation, thus constraining themselves to the absolutely minimal model. This trend of ignoring the

varying aspect of texture flow still prevails in recent studies (e.g., [44]). Although a preliminary work

on texture flow segmentation in the presence of everywhere changing local orientation was discussed by

Nothdurft [37], most of the psychophysics of texture flow remains unexplored.
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Figure 3: Segmentation of intensity images often produces undesired boundaries in the neighborhood of flow singularities.

(A) A segmented zebra reproduced from [46, page 736]. (B) A segmented shell reproduced from [29, page 2651].

1.2 From texture to other flows

The notion of texture flow extends beyond textured objects to general imagery through the observation

that other image features also have a dense, locally parallel structure of slowly varying dominant local

orientation (a.e.). Prominent among these features is the shading flow field - the vector field that underlies

the iso-brightness contours (or intensity level sets) of the gray level image of smooth surfaces [5]. The

geometry of this field is a precursor for shape, and its interaction with edge geometry provides useful

information for edge classification [17]. When applied to shading flow fields instead of textures, a suc-

cessful organization of coherent flow structure implies the existence of a smoothly curved, untextured

surface in the scene (Fig. 4). Since shading flow singularities relate to shape discontinuities, a reliable

recovery of their geometry, while preserving their discontinuities and singularities, is important.

Figure 4: The shading flow in these two regions of interest (ROIs) is fundamentally different in terms of their smoothness

and coherence. Thus, A method that can organize coherent flows may signal the existence of a smooth surfaces in the scene.
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Figure 5: Example of the computational gap between the noisy, locally measured data and a desired coherent representation.

(A) A tree stump image [6] and a ROI. (B) The field of dominant directions which was computed with a gradient based filter.

(C) The underlying perceptual structure (drawn manually) is hardly evident in the noisy signal from the filter.

For similar reasons, the organization of texture flow into coherent units is equally important for the

robust computation of optical flow and segmentation based on common fate [59]. Consequently, having

a biologically plausible approach for the organization of texture flow like the one presented in this paper

may suggest that perceptual organization-like processes participate in tasks that traditionally were not

examined from this point of view.

1.3 The computational gap

To exploit the information conveyed by texture flows, one needs to analyse intrinsically noisy data to

extract a piecewise coherent representation (Fig. 5). Thus, any analysis of texture flow needs to provide

answers to questions such as (1) what should be measured locally; and (2) how can spurious measure-

ments be refined into globally coherent structures while preserving and detecting “interesting events”,

namely discontinuities and singularities. Since texture flows are perceptually dense even when the raw

measurements are sparse, an adequate analysis must fill in holes and missing measurements. Since tex-

ture flows may overlap [56, 22], multiple orientations at a point should be allowed. Finally, non flow

structures must be rejected rather than transformed into a meaningless flow structure. To our knowledge,

no work to date possesses all these features.

1.4 Texture flow representation

Informally, texture flow may be defined as a two dimensional structure characterized by local parallelism

and slowly varying dominant local orientation. As we argued above, psychological observations suggest

that abstract representations of texture flow should be continuous (as opposed to discrete).
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More formally, the notion of texture flow can be abstracted naturally in different ways:

� An orientation function �(x; y) : R2
! S

1 that defines a dominant orientation at each point (x; y).

� A 2D submanifold of R2
�S

1. Using local charts to cover this manifold, or a global parametrization

and an adequate periodic function of orientation (c.f. [48]), this representation can be embedded

as a surface in R3 whose Z axis represents orientation (in this paper we label this space by XY �).

A single valued texture flow patch then takes the form s(x; y) = (x; y; �(x; y)), i.e., up to 2�-

periodicity in the � direction it is a graph of a scalar function over R2 .

� A unit length vector field I(x; y) : R2
! R

2 , I(x; y) = (I1; I2) with I21 + I22 = 1.

� A 2D frame field [38] E(q) = fET (q); EN(q)g over the image plane. Naturally, one would choose

ET (q) as the unit vector field tangent to the flow, and EN(q) as normal to it.

Although all these representations1 are basically equivalent, specifying the representation makes explicit

different properties [31]. We make use of this observation below.

1.5 Related computational work

Locally parallel structures have been of interest to computer vision researchers for at least two decades.

Following Glass’s work [10], Stevens [50] computed locally parallel structure by a histogram based

approach on a discrete and sparse representation of the flow. Zucker [63] argued for a dense, vector

field-based representation, emphasized the role of locally parallel structure in the context of perceptual

organization, and linked the flow’s local behavior to its global structure via partial differential equations.

Few studies of oriented patterns [21, 43] used filtering methods to extract the flow’s local orientation

and obtained a more reliable estimation of dominant orientation by appropriately averaging the filter’s

response over a neighborhood. Alternatively, the flow’s orientation was also computed by fitting the filter

responses to a first order model [42]. This and similar approaches yield a global description; they allow a

classification of the flow pattern via its differential properties (c.f. [27]); and they are able to localize point

singularities. However, they cannot handle multi-valued data (overlapping flows or textures of multiple

dominant orientations) and they behave poorly along line discontinuities.

Following work on scale space [61, 26] and nonlinear diffusion of scalar [41, 57, 49, 3] and vector

valued images [45, 49, 4], the trend in the analysis of oriented patterns has shifted from perceptual
1Representations of orientation fields typically relate to 2�-periodicity. However, a simple mapping [40, 11] allows to

represent the equally important fields of directions [8] and �-periodic signals. Hence, we use all these terms interchangeably.
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Figure 6: Example of a qualitative structure distortion by orientation diffusion. (A) A gray level image of a worm like

object and a ROI. (B) The shading flow field of the object in the ROI. (for clarity we show a noiseless flow). It is clear that

the vertical discontinuity, which corresponds to the surface discontinuity, must be preserved in any processing of the field,

or else a misinterpretation of the shape is unavoidable. (C) The result of 100 iterations of anisotropic orientation diffusion

(Tang et al. [52], P = 1). Note the qualitative distortion in the structure, the elimination of the vertical discontinuity, and the

emergence of new singularities/discontinuities.

organization to formal scale space models of orientation diffusion. The aim of orientation diffusion is

to denoise orientation fields and to obtain a multi scale representation of the data set. It is commonly

acknowledged that this process should preserve “interesting” events (i.e., singularities in the structure)

“as long as possible” in the scale space (e.g.,[49, p. 310]). However, since the signal lies in a non-

Euclidean space, the periodic behavior of directional data entails special care in the definition of energy

functionals and in operations like averaging and differentiation [40]. Tang et al. [52] used the theory

of harmonic maps in liquid crystals to minimize the harmonic energy of a pattern by flowing toward its

critical points via gradient descent. Using different norms one can change the sensitivity of this diffusion

process to large scale discontinuities and hence the rate at which such structures in the orientation field

are smoothed away. Related ideas were studied by Chan and Shen [7] and Kimmel and Sochen et al. [24].

Orientation diffusion methods are a powerful tool for progressively transforming a noisy set of mea-

surements into a piecewise smooth representation. Their inhomogeneous nature allows them to adap-

tively damp their influence in areas “suspected” as structural edges and thus to preserve the prominent

structure to deeper levels of the scale space. But, orientation diffusion methods are not designed to deal

with “holes” or missing measurements, which undermines both occlusion and the more general fact that

measurements may be intrinsically sparse. In addition, diffusion schemes do not deal with data contain-

ing multiple dominant orientations at a point. This prevents the analysis of multi directional textures

(see [15, 6] for examples) or overlapping texture flows due to transparency [56]. Finally, orientation

diffusion may distort certain kinds of perceptual discontinuities which do not conform to the edge-like

discontinuity structure assumed by their edge stopping function (Fig. 6). We study this problem in detail

elsewhere [2].
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1.6 Overview of our approach

We proposes an approach to the perceptual organization of texture flow that can handle sparse data sets

and multi-valued inputs. It can fill in missing measurements over short distances and it can reject large

scale non-flow structures. It is able to preserve both singularities and line discontinuities, including those

which orientation diffusion is prone to distort.

Approaching the problem from a perceptual organization point of view, we first analyse texture flows

geometrically. This associates meaning to “good continuation” and results in two new parameters that

govern it - a tangential curvature and a normal curvature. Then, through the formalization of the intuitive

definition of texture flow (Section 1.4), we derive local models and reveal a surprising formal link to

orientation diffusion. Finally, we show how one of these models, which in XY � takes the form of a right

helicoid, is superior to the others in terms of expliotable invariances on the flow’s curvatures.

The advantage of having a model for the local behavior of a coherent texture flow lies in the ability

to assess the degree to which a particular measurement is compatible, or consistent, with the context in

which it is embedded, and whether or not that context is part of a single coherent object. Motivated by the

columnar architecture of the primary visual cortex [16], we apply this contextual computation through a

relaxation labeling network. We construct the compatibilities for our network from the right helicoidal

model and show how it may be made stable along discontinuities. Finally, we demonstrate the result of

this process both on synthetic and natural images, including its application to shading analysis.

2 The geometry of texture flow

A first step toward the perceptual organization of texture flow is understanding the parameters that govern

its behavior. Since these objects are geometrical and continuous, and their characteristic property (i.e.,

orientation) is local, a differential analysis is appropriate. In this section we discuss how such an analysis

necessarily results in a notion of texture flow curvature. We then turn to the issue of coherent flow and

derive a model of “good continuation” from a formalization of the intuition in Section 1.4. The theoretical

aspects developed here are then used for the computational system in Section 3.

2.1 Texture flow local behavior and measurements

Recall that informally, texture flow may be defined as a two dimensional dense (i.e., continuous) structure

characterized by local parallelism and slowly varying dominant local orientation. A key aspect in this
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Figure 7: A texture flow can be represented as a differentiable frame field which is everywhere tangent (and normal) to the

streamlines of the flow. An infinitesimal translation of the frame in a direction V rotates it by some angle determined by the

connection form of the frame field. This rotation is fully characterized by two scalars obtained by the projection of the form

on two independent directions. Using the frame itself this yields the two curvatures � T and �N .

intuition is that texture flow may not be constant. Although this may sound beyond dispute, there are areas

of vision sciences, particularly psychophysics, where constant flows constitute a main body of research

(e.g., [36, 28]). Thus we first try to formalize the notion of a varying dominant local orientation along

with the parameters and the constraints that govern it.

Represented as a scalar orientation function �(x; y), the local behavior of the flow is governed to first

order by its gradient. Unfortunately, this quantity does not have an intuitive relationship to the flow’s

geometry. For this purpose, the frame field representation provides an insightful alternative.

Taken as a frame field over the image plane, the local behavior of the flow is characterized by the

differential behavior of the frame as it moves over the image plane. In particular, one may seek a rep-

resentation of this behavior in terms of the frame itself, thus achieving an object-centered view which is

invariant to Euclidean transformations (c.f. the Frenet frame and the Frenet equation for curves [8]). This

is captured by Cartan’s connection equations [38]:0
@ rVET

rVEN

1
A =

2
4 0 w12(V )

�w12(V ) 0

3
5
0
@ ET

EN

1
A (1)

where rV is the covariant derivative in the direction V . The coefficient w12(V ) is a function of the

tangent vector V , which implies that the local behavior of the flow depends on the direction along which

it is measured (Fig. 7). Fortunately, w12(V ) is a 1-form and thus linear. This allows us to fully represent it

with two scalars at each point since w12(V ) = w12(a E1+ b E2) = a w12(E1)+ b w12(E2): The freedom

lies in choosing the basis to represent tangent vectors. In the flow-centered view, the natural choice is to

set E1 = ET and E2 = EN , defining the following two scalars :

�T
4
= w12(ET )

�N
4
= w12(EN ) :

(2)
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We call �T the tangential curvature and �N the normal curvature - they represent the rate of change of the

flow’s dominant orientation in the tangential and normal directions, respectively. Since the differential of

� is also a 1-form, we can represent w12(V ),�T , and �N all in terms of the appropriate projection:

�T = d�(ET ) = r� � ET = r� � (cos �; sin �)

�N = d�(EN ) = r� � EN = r� � (� sin �; cos �):
(3)

In the language of frame fields, �T and �N are just the coordinate functions of d� with respect to

fET ; ENg. Since ET and EN are rigidly coupled, we can rewrite Eq. 3 in terms of ET only using

the standard curl (r�) and divergence (r�) operators:

�T = jjr�ET jj

�N = r � ET :
(4)

The representation of the differential behavior of the flow with (�T ; �N) is not only more natural than its

gradient but it also makes explicit the fact that oriented patterns change not only along their streamlines

but across them as well. This stands in contrast to compromises on translational or rotational invariant

models (e.g., [54]) where the normal curvature is completely omitted.

2.2 A Gestalt quality of texture flow

If �T and �N were known functions of position q = (x; y), Eq. 3 could be viewed as a PDE and solved

for �(q). This raises the question of the degree to which �T and �N are independent. Are they completely

independent, as curvature and torsion are for space curves, or are they dependent in the way the Gaussian

and mean curvatures of surfaces are? We observe the following:

Proposition 1 : Unless �T and �N both equal zero, they cannot be constant simultaneously in a neigh-

borhood around q, however small, or else the induced flow is nonintegrable.

This observation, a direct result of the more general Proposition 2, has an important implication: in

general, at least one of the curvatures must vary, or the two curvatures need to covary in any neighbor-

hood of the texture flow. Since �T is an “intra-streamline” property while �N is an “inter-streamline”

property, Proposition 1 can be interpreted as a constraint that the flow as a whole imposes on the collec-

tion of streamlines. This Gestalt quality [58] is formally characterized as (see Appendix for the proof):

Proposition 2 : Given any texture flow fET ; ENg, its curvature functions �T and �N must satisfy

r�T � EN �r�N � ET = �2T + �2N :
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2.3 Texture flow coherence

Since the local behavior of the flow is characterized (up to Euclidean transformation) by a pair of cur-

vatures, it is natural to conclude that nearby local measurements of texture flow orientation should

relate to each other based on these curvatures. Put differently, measuring a particular curvature pair

(�T (q); �N(q)) = (KT ; KN) at a point q should induce a field of coherent measurements – i.e., an ori-

entation function �(x; y) – in the neighborhood of q. Clearly, that field, which we call the texture flow

osculating object, should depend upon (KT ; KN). Coherence of texture flow measurements can then be

determined in a manner analogous to cocircularity for tangents to a curve via the osculating circle [39].

Solving Eq. 3 with initial data at a single point q is equivalent to constructing the texture flow surface

s(x; y) = (x; y; �(x; y)) in XY � given only a single tangent plane at q. The set of possible solutions

is infinite and the problem is underdetermined. We now make it well-posed by including the notion of

“slowly varying dominant local orientation”. We formalize this by introducing minimization constraints

on the behavior of �(x; y). But which one? At this point the choice of representation plays a crucial

role. The view of the flow as a 2D scalar function �(x; y) suggests looking for the critical points of the

harmonic energy Z Z
jjr�jj2 dxdy (5)

in the spirit of Tang et al. [52]. On the other hand, the view of the flow as a surface suggests minimizing

the surface tension and looking for critical points of the area functionalZ Z q
1 + �2x + �2y dxdy: (6)

Even worse, not only does the choice of representation affect the choice of minimization and thus the

possible solutions, but realizing again the kind of initial data we may use (i.e., orientation and curvature

at a single point), either choice still leaves us with an infinite number of solutions.

Avoiding making this decision, and requiring that our sought after solution satisfies both constraints,

results in a surprising conclusion:

Proposition 3 : Assume (w.l.o.g.) that q = (0; 0) and �(0; 0) = 0. A function �(x; y) which satisfies

(�T (q); �N(q)) = (KT ; KN) and is a critical point of both functionals (5) and (6) is either

a plane �(x; y) = KTx +KNy;

a right Helicoid �(x; y) = tan�1( KT x+KNy

1+KNx�KT y
);

or a left Helicoid �(x; y) = tan�1( KT x+KNy

1�KNx+KT y
):
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The proof (see Appendix) is based on minimal surface theory [35] and on Hamel’s theorem for harmonic

minimal surfaces [13, 12, 35]. The three solutions are visualized in Fig. 8. Naturally, all have the same

tangent plane at q and one can show that the two helicoids even have identical local shape at q (i.e., the

principle curvatures and directions of their surface representation coincide at q). Of the three, the plane

is not intrinsically 2�-periodic but since it can be trivially duplicated to become one, we consider it a

legitimate solution. Interestingly enough, the three solutions, henceforth called the harmonic minimal

solutions, uniquely share another property:

Proposition 4 : The harmonic minimal solutions are the only functions (that satisfy the initial data and)

whose p-Laplacian �p(�) vanishes simultaneously for all p � 0.

This proposition (see Appendix for the proof and definition of �p(�)) reveals a formal relationship

to [52] since it implies that each of the harmonic minimal solutions is a stationary point of a gradient flow

of the p-harmonic energy of the orientation function �(x; y), regardless of the chosen metric p.

2.4 Curvatures covariation revisited and texture flow invariances

The discussion so far suggests two main observations with regard to the modeling and computation of

coherent texture flow: (1) that texture flow measurements should include two curvature measurements (in
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that satisfy the initial conditions at q. We illustrate these three solutions for KT = �T (q) = 0:9 and KN = �N (q) = 0:7 both
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addition to position and orientation), and (2) that nearby measurements should be considered coherent if

they are part of, or “close” to, the same osculating object. A question remains whether or not one of the

three candidate functions from Proposition 3 is a better choice than the others.

As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, any nontrivial texture flow, and thus any osculating object, must incorporate

some covariation of �T and �N around the point of measurement q. Representational and computational

considerations dictate simple and unbiased covariation; thus it is striking that

Proposition 5 : Of the three solutions of Proposition 3 (and of all orientation functions in general), the

right helicoid has the “simplest” possible covariation of �T and �N since it uniquely satisfies

�T (x; y)

�N(x; y)
= const =

�T (q)

�N (q)
=

KT

KN

8(x; y) 2 N(q):

It is immediate to verify that the right helicoid has a constant ratio of curvatures by substituting its

orientation function into Eq. 3. The fact that this behavior is unique to the right helicoid can be derived

from the same equation by imposing constant covariation on �T and �N and reducing the system to

a single quasi-linear differential equation ~n � (�N (q) cos � + �T (q) sin �; �N (q) sin � � �T (q) cos �; 0) = 0

where ~n denotes a normal to the solution surface in XY �. One can then show that the characteristic

curves of this PDE in XY � constitute a ruling that defines a right helicoid.

The constant covariation of �T and �N puts both curvatures on equal ground and has an important

computational advantage since for most purposes only one curvature (say, �T ) needs to be explicitly

maintained. Differentiating this constraint reveals the conservation of covariation at much deeper levels:

Proposition 6 : Let �T (x; y) and �N (x,y) be the flow curvature functions induced by the right helicoid

through Eq. 3. Let Dij be the differential operator Dij 4
= @i

dxi
@j

dyj
. Then

Dij�T (x; y)

Dij�N (x; y)
= const =

KT

KN

8i; j � 0 :

Another direct consequence of the constant ratio of curvatures is an object-centered flow invariance;

everywhere on the flow the direction along which it changes the most is constant relative to the direction

of the flow itself. More formally:

Proposition 7 : If �(x; y) is a texture flow induced by the right helicoid (Proposition 3) , then

cos�(x; y) =
r�

jjr�jj
� ET = const

where �(x; y) is the angle thatr� makes with the flow’s frame.
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Finally, it is worth noting that the helicoid, as an osculating object, bears an interesting relationship to

another osculating object used for curve detection. It has been proposed [39, 47] that given the orientation

and curvature of a curve at a point, a preferred model for its behavior around that point is the osculating

circle [8]. In XY �, a circle becomes a helix of pitch 2�. More than the fact that a helicoid is a collection

of helices, the interesting link lies in the behavior of curvatures, since a helix is the only curve whose

ratio of “curvatures” (curvature and torsion) is constant [9].

3 Analysis via relaxation labeling

The advantage of having a model for the local behavior of a coherent texture flow lies in the ability to

assess the degree to which a particular measurement is compatible, or consistent, with the context in

which it is embedded. This, in turn, can be used to refine noisy measurements, remove spurious ones,

and fill in “holes” so that local ambiguity is reduced and global structures become coherent.

A natural framework with which one can pursue this task while maximizing the average consistency

over a domain of interest is relaxation labeling. We developed such a relaxation network for the organi-

zation of coherent texture flows and derived the compatibility function which governs its behavior from

the right helicoidal model. This section describes this system in detail.

3.1 What is relaxation labeling

Following early studies on contextual constraints in the interpretation of line drawings [55], it has become

widely acknowledged that interpretation of sensory data is highly unreliable unless carried out in some

non-local context. Relaxation labeling [18, 25] is a formal computational framework for doing exactly

that. Closely related to popular models of neural networks [14] and polymatrix games [32] , it involves

representing the interpretation problem as the assignment of labels to nodes in a graph whose edges

represent the contextual structure.

Let I = fi j i = 1::ng be a set of nodes, each of which may take any label � from the set �. Let

pi(�) denote the probability, or confidence in the assignment of label � to node i. In general, this measure

needs to satisfy two constraints:

pi(�) � 0 8i; � and
X
�2�

pi(�) = 1 8i:

Of all possible assignments (henceforth denoted as the space K ), those which satisfy pi(�) 2 f0; 1g 8i 2

I; 8� 2 � are called unambiguous since they assign a unique label to each node. The role of relaxation
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labeling is to start from a given, typically ambiguous labeling assignment, and iteratively change it toward

a “better” one, where better refers to the degrees of ambiguity and consistency of the assignment of labels

at different nodes.

The fundamental mechanism by which contextual information is propagated in a relaxation labeling

network is a compatibility function rij(�; �
0) which quantifies the contextual information conveyed by

label �0 at node j about label � at node i. In conjunction with the confidence measure pi, the contextual

support that a label � at node i received from its neighborhood is (almost exclusively) defined to be:

si(�) = s(i; �; �r; �p) =
nX

j=1

mX
�0=1

rij(�; �
0)pj(�

0); (7)

which can be viewed as a sum of all compatibilities weighted by the confidences. In the same spirit, we

can average the supports themselves to yield a scalar measure of consistency across the entire network,

or what is traditionally called the average local consistency

A(�p) =
X
i

X
�

pi(�)si(�) =
X
i

X
�

X
j

X
�0

pi(�)rij(�; �
0)pj(�

0): (8)

Finally, it remains to clarify when an assignment �p is consistent. Intuitively, this happens when the labels

assigned at each node maximally agree with their context. Had we dealt with unambiguous assignments

only, this could have been expressed as a maximization of support at all nodes simultaneously, i.e.,

si(�) � si(�
0) 8i 2 I:

For ambiguous assignments, this is expressed via the following set of inequalities:

X
�

pi(�)si(�; �p) �
X
�

~pi(�)si(�; �p) 8~pi 2 K ; 8i 2 I:

Using all this machinery, relaxation labeling maps inconsistent labeling to consistent ones via an

iterative process. Here we follow the algorithm by Hummel and Zucker [18] which is described by the

following confidence update rule:

pt+1i (�) �K

�
pti(�) + Æsti(�)

�
; (9)

where �K is a projection operator that projects its argument onto K , and Æ is a constant step size. A

fundamental result from the theory of relaxation labeling relates it to polymatrix game theory, and states

that this algorithm converges to consistent labelings [18] related to the Nash equilibria of the polymatrix

game [32]. Furthermore, if the compatibility function is symmetric rij(�; �0) = rji(�
0; �), the update rule

constitutes a gradient ascent on A(�p) that maximizes it locally [18].
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3.2 A relaxation network for texture flow

A direct abstraction of the relaxation process for texture flow should involve a 2D image-based network

of nodes i = (x; y) (i.e., pixels) whose labels are drawn from the set

� = f(�; �T ; �N ) j � 2 (�
�

2
;
�

2
] ; �T ; �N 2 [Kmin;Kmax]g [ fno-flowg

after it has been quantized appropriately. Motivated by the columnar architecture of the visual cortex [16]

and in order to accommodate for either “no-flow” or multiple flows at a pixel, we replace this abstraction

with a 5D network of nodes i = (x; y; �; �T ; �N) whose labels are either T (TRUE) or F (FALSE).

This two-label paradigm was first suggested by Parent and Zucker [39] for their curve inference relaxation

labeling algorithm. For each node i, pi(T ) denotes the confidence that a texture flow of orientation

� and curvatures �T ; �N passes through pixel (x; y). Since by definition of the confidence measure

pi(F ) = 1� pi(T ), we need to maintain and update the confidence of only one label at a node.

Under the two-label relaxation labeling, and providing we make one more intuitive design decision,

most of the machinery reviewed in Section 3.1 above takes a particularly convenient form. In particular,

we impose the following behavior on the compatibility structure between any two nodes:

rij(F; T ) = � rij(T; T )

rij(F; F ) = +� rij(T; T )

rij(T; F ) = �� rij(T; T );

(10)

where 0 � � � 1 is a constant. These constraints formalize the intuition that if an evidence at node j is

compatible with a flow at node i, it is equally incompatible with the lack of flow at node i. In addition,

they imply that the lack of evidence is � times less informative than its existence. With these general

guidelines the support function at each node now becomes

si(T ) =
nX

j=1

rij(T; T ) [(1 + �)pj(T )� �] = �si(F ):

The relationship si(T ) = �si(F ) is particularly useful from the point of view of the gradient ascent rule

(Eq. 9). It implies that except for the boundary of K , the gradient ascent procedure stays always inside

the space and thus requires no projection. In other words, the projection operation �K , which otherwise

may become much more complicated [33], reduces to

�K (x) = �1
0(x)

4
= min(1;max(0; x)): (11)

As a result of the two-label paradigm and the compatibility constraints (10), only quantities that

depend solely on the T label need to be represented explicitly. Thus we use pi,si, and rij to refer to
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pi(T ),si(T ), and rij(T; T ), respectively, and rewrite the relaxation rule (Eq. 9) as

pt+1i  �1
0

�
pti + Æsti

�
= �1

0

"
pti + Æ

X
j

rij((1 + �)ptj � �)

#
(12)

with t being the iteration number. Note that choosing � = 0 to reflect the assignment of zero information

to lack of evidence further simplifies the relaxation rule to

pt+1i  �1
0

"
pti + Æ

X
j

rijp
t
j

#
: (13)

3.3 Geometric compatibilities for texture flow

It remains to specify a discrete compatibility function rij in order to complete the design of the relaxation

network. Following our discussion in Section 2, we derive these compatibilities from the right helicoidal

model, with an emphasis on two issues; the effect of quantization and boundary stability.

Measurement quantization dictates that every possible node i represents an equivalence class Ci of

measurements, each of which induces a helicoidal field of compatible labels in the neighborhood of i. In

the continuum, the union of all these helicoidal fields that correspond to points in C i forms a consistent

5D “volume” Vi. After quantization, this volume results in a set of consistent, and thus excitatory labels.

It is important to mention that since each node i corresponds to a different set of position, orientation,

and curvatures, the shape of the 5D consistency volume Vi around i will vary with i.

While the consistency volume Vi determines which of the nodes are compatible with a given node i,

it does not determine the values of rij which represent the likelihood that node j shares the same local

model (i.e., a helicoid) with node i. Thus, we set rij to be the probability that Cj intersects the helicoid

of a randomly selected point in Ci. In other words, if Pi is a random variable uniformly distributed in Ci,

and H(Pi) is the helicoid associated with it, we set

rij = Prob [H(Pi) \ Cj 6= ;] :

In practice, we compute these values directly by sampling. We also surround the excitatory region with

an inhibitory surround to compensate for the lack of intrinsic normalization of labels between all the

nodes in the 5D network that share the same spatial position2. Example of one such compatibility field,

for a particular value of KT and KN , is illustrated in Fig. 9.
2The relaxation worked well even without such an inhibition but there was the occasional tendency to “leak” or diffuse

labels along orientation columns if many iterations were needed.
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Figure 9: A visualization of the 5D consistency volume corresponding to particular measurements of � = 0, � T = 0:3 and

�N = �0:1. Shown are projections of the volume on the 3D subspaces XY �, XY �T , and XY �N . The 2D image depicts the

same object but now as oriented segments on the image plane. Brightness represents degree of compatibility and the inhibitory

surround is shown in black (see text).

3.4 Support normalization for boundary stability

Texture flow line discontinuities are curves in the image plane along which the flow undergoes a discon-

tinuity or termination. An important part of the computational task is to preserve these structures. As is

implied by our geometrical analysis, and exemplified in Fig. 6, unless we attempt to treat discontinuities

not only in orientation but also in curvature, the result might be a distortion of structure. Due to the high

dimensionality of the space in which the relaxation labeling process operates, Most line discontinuities,

either in orientation or curvature, can be viewed as texture flow boundaries. This is simply because in

the 5D assignment space, each of the structures that meet along a discontinuity lies outside the context

of its counterpart, and thus both are mutually uninfluential. Consequently, what the relaxation process is

required to exhibit is stability along boundaries in the assignment space.

One way to achieve such stability is to introduce non-linearities in the support function s i(�). This

θ,κ  ,κT N

Texture flow
"surface"

y

x

Vi

i

θ,κ  ,κT N

Texture flow
line discontinuity

y

x

i

(A) Maximal expected support (B) Minimal acceptable support

Figure 10: Practical stability of the relaxation labeling process to line discontinuities in the flow can be achieved though

the normalization of the support function from the interval [smin; smax] to [0; 1]. (A) At each node i, smax is determined by

integrating the support gathered from a full confidence, compatible flow that transverses the entire consistency volume V i. (B)

The minimal accepted support smin reflects a flow of some minimally accepted confidence �min < 1 (depicted here by the

brighter surface intensity) that terminates along a line that intersects i.
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may allow for great flexibility in the type of discontinuities we can handle , but it may significantly

complicate the design and it may also affect the applicability of the fundamental results of relaxation

labeling theory. Another approach, which is attractive mostly for curved discontinuities, is to endow

the assignment space with labels that correspond to the discontinuity itself, e.g., its local orientation and

curvature. This, however, has the disadvantage of further increasing the dimensionality of the assignment

space and raising the computation time significantly. To stay within the simpler but better understood

framework of linear support (Eq. 7) and to avoid an assignment space of dimensionality higher than 5,

we equip our network with some degree of boundary stability by considering the minimum and maximum

support that is expected from a coherent context and then normalizing the support function accordingly.

Given the compatibility volume Vi which corresponds to a particular texture flow node i, one can

compute the integral of the compatibility coefficients assuming that a single, full confidence flow traverses

through Vi. We denote it by smax (Fig. 10). It is clear that the closer i is to a discontinuity or a boundary

in the data, less context supports it. At the boundary, the process should remain stable, i.e., neither

grow, nor shrink. Thus, one can define the level of support for which no change in confidence is desired.

We denote this level by smin and observe that it depends on both the geometry of the discontinuity and

the minimally accepted confidence of the existing structure. Here we assume the simplest model of

discontinuity, namely one that locally occurs along a straight line. The support one can gather from

such a structure of minimally accepted average confidence �min (Fig. 10) can then be approximated by

smin = �minsmax
2

: Normally, �min would be set to 0:5, which is the minimal confidence that cannot be

disambiguated as the TRUE label. Since noise may decrease the number of measurements that contribute

to the minimally accepted support, decreasing �min accordingly can provide stability around boundaries

even in the presence of noise.

In the context of the two-label relaxation labeling paradigm and the gradient ascent update rule (Eq. 13),

decrease in the confidence of a label occurs only if si < 0. Since we seek stability for all supports in the

range [smin; smax], it remains to normalize the support values by mapping this interval to the unit interval

[0; 1] before submitting it to the update rule. This can be done via the transformation

si  
si � smin

smax � smin

:

3.5 Analysis of multi-oriented texture patterns

A unique feature of the two-label relaxation labeling network is the ability to handle data sets that have

more than one dominant orientation at a point. Such data sets can emerge from textures that are inherently
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Figure 11: Overlapping texture flows. (A) An example of a multi-directional texture (from [15]). (B) An example of

texture laciness [56]. (C) In both cases, the overlapping flows are represented as separated flows whose projection to the

image plane share a common region. In terms of the relaxation, though, the different coherent parts maintain a big separation

in the assignment space thus they remain mutually uninfluential. Shown here is the XY � representation of the stimulus in B.

multi-directional (Fig. 11A. See also [15, 6] for many other examples) or from texture flows that lie on

transparent and overlapping surfaces. The latter phenomenon has been termed texture laciness [56].

Given such a stimulus, multi-valued texture flows can be extracted from it via a population of oriented

filters. In our experiments, we used the Logical/Linear edge/line detector [19], which by design can

return multiple edgels at a point.

Once the relaxation labeling network has been initialized by a process that can deal with multi-

orientation patterns, the computational process cannot, and need not, distinguish between a single texture

of multiple orientations and an overlapping arrangement of distinct texture flows. In fact, with only the

geometrical (i.e., orientation) information in hand, such a distinction can be decided only by a more global

process similar to the way transparency is decided for a collection of intensity patches [20]. From the

point of view of the relaxation network, every multi-directional texture is perceived, and thus analyzed,

as a collection of separate texture flows that happen to share the same spatial region. This separation

is achieved at no extra cost as a result of the high dimensionality of the space in which the relaxation

operates. In particular, overlapping texture flows are likely to have different orientations wherever they

overlap, thus the representations of these flows in the 5D assignment space will be mutually uninfluential

(Fig. 11B,C).

4 Experimental results

We tested the proposed model and relaxation system on a variety of inputs, both synthetic and natural.

In all cases we defined our network and compatibility fields to be �-periodic (i.e., to relax fields of

directions, rather than orientations) with 8 equivalence classes, and to support curvatures in the range

[�0:2; 0:2] with 5 equivalence classes. This section discusses our results.
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Figure 12: The organization of texture flow via relaxation labeling based on right helicoidal compatibilities. (A) A noisy

synthetic texture flow composed of two parts. (B-D) Initial distribution of orientation and curvatures measurements. Note

that the Z axes represents orientation, tangential curvature, and normal curvature, respectively. (E-H) Relaxed distributions

(Æ = 0:25, 10 iterations). Missing measurements were filled in while noisy measurements were filtered out, making the entire

structure globally coherent while keeping its discontinuity intact.

Fig. 12 shows an example of a synthetic texture flow composed of two parts. For such flows we com-

puted exact initial measurements and then corrupted them along the orientation and curvature dimensions

with additive and/or salt-and-pepper noise3. Although the pattern in this figure is mostly continuous in

terms of orientation, there is a vertical line of discontinuity in the tangential curvature. As we discussed

in Section 1.2, such discontinuities often occur in shading flow fields and their preservation is crucial for

accurate shape from shading analysis and part decomposition. As can be seen in the figure, the relaxation

labeling process is able to eliminate the noise, to fill in holes, and to converge to a globally coherent

structure while preserving the discontinuity. Fig. 12 also provides a visualization of the change in the

distribution of labels in the 5D assignment space (shown by its 3D projections). For lack of space we

include this kind of visualization for one case only.

To examine the robustness of our approach in the presence of noise, we conducted an exhaustive test

by progressively adding noise to a constant flow and checking the behavior of the relaxation network

for a fixed number of iterations. The results are reported in Fig. 13. Observe the large amount of noise
3Note that the figure illustrates the noisy signal after it was quantized to fit the quantization level of the network and to

reflect the possible flow labels that the relaxation labeling process can manipulate.
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Figure 13: Robustness to noise in texture flow computation. (A) Each row illustrates a progressively more noisy texture

flow along with the result of 20 iterations of the relaxation process. Failure to extract the original signal occur well beyond the

perceptual threshold. (B) An illustration of the dynamics of A(�p) as a function of initial noise level and number of iterations.

Note how for most noise levels the process converges to a particular average local consistency which represents the original

signal. (C) Further experiments reveal three distinct zones; two stable ones, in which even large variations in initial data

are monotonically suppressed till convergence to one predictable outcome; and one unstable, in which small variations are

amplified and the result is unpredictable. Graphs represent mean A(�p) from 75 runs. Bars are 1 s.d.

for which the system is able to reconstruct the signal (panel A) which is best illustrated through the

behavior of the average local consistency (panel B). In most cases, and below a certain level of noise

(MSE� 0:407), the computation quickly converges to one particular average local consistency which

represents the noiseless signal. Beyond a certain point (MSE� 0:569), it converges to a different value

which represents the lack of flow everywhere. These two stable regions surround a narrow range of

noise levels for which the behavior is unstable, i.e., the results are unpredictable and very sensitive to the

initial conditions. This indeed was verified experimentally by repeating the test for a large number of

trials, as is illustrated in panel C. Fig. 13 also indicates a stopping criterion for the relaxation iteration.

As the average local consistency A(�p) approaches convergence, its time derivative (i.e., slope) quickly

approaches zero. Thus, we stopped our relaxation when d
dt
A(�p) was sufficiently small.
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Figure 14: The organization of coherent, synthetic flow structures based on right helicoidal compatibilities.

Fig. 14 illustrates the result of the relaxation process (20 iterations, Æ = 0:25) on other synthetic

inputs. These particular data sets were selected to demonstrate the different properties of our system,

namely (1) the ability to handle missing measurements and “holes”, (2) the preservation of discontinuities

and boundaries, (3) the rejection of non-flow structures, and (4) the capacity to process overlapping

or multi-oriented flows. Most of these counter the inherent limitations of orientation diffusion, as we

discussed in Section 1.5.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the results of applying our system to natural texture flows. Initial orientation

measurements for these flows were computed directly from the intensity gradient while initial curva-

tures were approximated by the application of Eq. 3. Although this crude method provides very noisy

measurements, the relaxation process succeeded to extract the coherent structure in the image4.

As we mentioned in Section 1.2, texture flow-like patterns are not limited to textured surfaces and may

find applications in other aspects of computer vision too, most notably shading analysis. One example

where a failure to preserve the geometrical information in the shading may result in a wrong interpreta-

tion of the visual data was illustrated in Fig. 6. Another example is shown in Fig. 12A, which may reflect

the shading flow field of a bullet-like object, composed of a cylindrical (parabolic) part and a spherical

(elliptical) part. The preservation of the (2nd order) flow’s discontinuity in this data now becomes crit-

ically important since it indicates a second-order discontinuity in the observed shape, which ultimately

may be used for part decomposition and object recognition.
4These and many other examples are available online at http://www.cs.yale.edu/homes/shahar/demos.html.
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Figure 15: Natural texture flow organization based on right helicoidal compatibilities. Top row shows the images and a

region of interest to which we applied the computation. Middle row shows the initial measurements superimposed on the

intensity ROI. Bottom row shows the resultant flows. Compare, in particular, the recovery of the flow in the tree stump image

to the desired perceptual structure in Fig. 5C and the rejection of measurements in the region of the knot.

We applied our relaxation labeling process to shading flow field of synthetic and natural images.

(Fig. 17). Among other data, we analyzed the shading flow field of the object in Fig. 6 to get a globally

coherent pattern with its vertical discontinuity well preserved. Also demonstrated in this figure is how

non-coherent shading flow fields, typically originating from highly textured or non smooth surfaces,

are rejected altogether. As we mentioned, this can be particularly useful to prevent confusion in edge

classification [17] and shape interpretation tasks.

Motivated by the columnar architecture of the primary visual cortex, the computational system de-

veloped in this paper is distributed in nature and best suited to run on massively parallel hardware. The

experimental results presented here were obtained on a serial computer, though, which affected the 5D
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(A)

(B)

Figure 16: Natural texture flow organization. (A) A zebra image similar to that in Fig. 3 and a ROI around its scapular

stripes. The initial gradient-based measurements (center) are dominated by the stripe terminations and the singularity region

is corrupted by an intensity artifact. The relaxed flow (right) correctly restores the perceptual structure and signals the short

discontinuity below the singularity. Contrast the almost everywhere smooth change in the dominant orientation to the segmen-

tation in Fig. 3. (B) The Shell image from Fig. 3 with initial measurements based on the Logical/Linear edge detector [19].

The noisy and sparse data set is relaxed to a coherent flow all over the shell. Compare to the segmentation in Fig. 3.

relaxation run-times significantly. Experiments ran on a 860MHz Pentium III desktop PC equipped with

128 MBytes of memory and a Linux OS. While the typical (serial) computation time consumed by each

node was less than 1 millisecond per iteration, the total iteration time on a typical image size of 128x128

pixels was approximately one hour. The much smaller synthetic flows were 35x35 pixels in size and their

relaxation took approximately 5 minutes per iteration.

5 Summary

In this work we argued for the importance of texture flow from a perceptual organization point of view

and how its organization into piecewise coherent parts can be used for segmentation, shape from shading,

motion analysis, edge classification, and parts decomposition.
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(A) (B) (C) (D)

Figure 17: The organization of coherent shading flow field with right helicoidal compatibilities. (A) The worm-like object

from Fig. 6. Unlike orientation diffusion (Fig. 6), the relaxation process preserves the vertical discontinuity. (B) Lena’s

shoulder ROI from Fig. 4. Note how its shading flow field is cleaned and preserved, as opposed to the feathers ROI in (C)

which was completely rejected. (D) An image of an F16. The computation extracted the coherent shading flow on the plane’s

nose while suppressing the non coherent structure at the background.

We analyzed the geometry of texture flow and showed that in order to account for its varying nature,

its representation must incorporate two curvatures. By applying minimization criteria and investigating

the behavior of the curvatures we then derived a unique local model for the flow’s local behavior. Taking

the form of a right helicoid in XY �, this model is the only one that has identical covariation of the two

curvatures, and thus it is the only model that puts these variations on equal ground.

Using the right helicoid as a model for texture flow good continuation, we then proposed a relaxation

labeling network for the organization of piecewise coherent texture flow. We embed the network in a 5D

space in which every node represents a texture flow patch of a particular position, dominant orientation,

and two curvatures. We then derived its compatibility function directly from the right helicoidal model

and normalized it appropriately to provide a practical degree of boundary stability, under the assumption
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that the locus of boundaries is locally a straight line in the image plane.

We demonstrated the behavior of our relaxation network on numerous examples, both synthetic and

natural, and showed its robustness to noise. As opposed to existing methods to the analysis of oriented

patterns, our approach handles non dense data, it is able to reject non flow structure, and to represent and

process overlapping flows.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the advantages of an explicit modeling of the dynamic nature of

texture flows, as proposed in this paper, may extend beyond pure computational efforts. In particular, it

may open a path for a new psychophysical investigation of related perceptual issues such as orientation-

based segmentation, pop out, and sensitivity to changes in orientation. We consider all these as part of

our future research.

Appendix - Proofs

Proposition 2: Given any texture flow fET ; ENg, its curvature functions �T and �N must satisfy the

relationship

r�T � EN �r�N � ET = �2T + �2N :

Proof: Rewrite the system in Eq. 3 as follows

�x = �T cos � � �N sin �

�y = �T sin � + �N cos �
(14)

and observe that

jjr�jj2 = �2T + �2N : (15)

Differentiate �x and �y in Eq. 14 by y and x, respectively, and substitute Eq. 14 to obtain:

�xy = �Ty cos � � �Ny
sin � � �2y

�yx = �Tx sin � + �Nx
cos � + �2x

Finally, impose integrability, i.e. r�r� = �yx � �xy = 0, to get

r�T � (� sin �; cos �)� �2y = r�N � (cos �; sin �) + �2x

and substitute both Eq. 15 and the expressions for ET and EN . Q:E:D:

Proposition 3: Assume (w.l.o.g.) that q = (0; 0) and �(0; 0) = 0. A function �(x; y) which satisfies

(�T (q); �N(q)) = (KT ; KN) and is a critical point of both functionals (5) and (6) is either
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a plane �(x; y) = KTx +KNy;

a right Helicoid �(x; y) = tan�1( KTx+KNy

1+KNx�KT y
);

or a left Helicoid �(x; y) = tan�1( KTx+KNy

1�KNx+KT y
):

Proof: The critical points of functional (5), functions whose Laplacian vanishes, are known as harmonic

functions [1]. The critical points of functional (6), surfaces whose mean curvature vanishes, are known as

minimal surfaces [35, 8]. It was in the early part of this century that Hamel [13] (see also in [35]) proved

that besides the plane, the only real harmonic minimal surfaces in Euclidean space of three dimensions are

the helicoids, which can be represented in a suitable coordinate system by �(x; y) = tan�1
�
y

x

�
+C. This

key result in the theory of minimal surfaces was later extended by Graustein [12] to include imaginary

solutions as well.

With the application of Hamel’s theorem it remains to include the fact that the surface must be a

graph of a 2D function over the image plane up to 2�-periodicity in the � direction. In addition, the

surface solution should induce a given pair of curvatures (�T (q); �N(q)) = (KT ; KN) at q. Without loss

of generality, set q as the origin, i.e., q = (0; 0), and let

�(0; 0) = 0 : (16)

This aligns the frame fET ; ENg at the origin in the direction of the global coordinate system and results,

according to Eq. 3, in

r�(0; 0) = (KT ; KN) : (17)

Consider a helicoid in XY � (the planar case is trivial). It is clear that in order for it to be be a graph

of a 2D function (up to 2�-periodicity) its directrix must be perpendicular to the XY plane and its pitch

must be exactly �2�. All these helicoids are equal up to translation (�x; �y; ��) in XY � and thus can be

expressed in Cartesian coordinates by

s(x; y) = (x; y; �(x; y)) = (x; y; tan�1
�
�
y � �y

x� �x

�
+ ��): (18)

The given data (16) and (17) is now used to determine the vector (�x; �y; ��). From (18) and (17) we get

�x = � �y�y

(�y�y)2+(�x�x)2
) �x(0; 0) = �

�y

�y2+�x2
= KT

�y = �
�x�x

(�y�y)2+(�x�x)2
) �y(0; 0) = �

�x
�y2+�x2

= KN

which together with (16) becomes

(�x; �y; ��) =
�
�

KN

K2

T
+K2

N

;� KT

K2

T
+K2

N

;� tan�1
�
KT

KN

��
:
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Substituting these two translation vectors into (18) yields the following two solutions

�(x; y) = � tan�1
�
KT

KN

�
� tan�1

�
�KT+(K

2

T
+K2

N
)y

�KN+(K2

T
+K2

N
)x

�
:

Applying the following trigonometric identity

tan�1(A) + tan�1(B) = tan�1
�

A+B
1�A�B

�
results in the two helicoidal functions in the Proposition and completes the proof.

It is worth mentioning that a more familiar parametrization of the helicoidal functions in the proposi-

tion can be achieved by a proper substitution. In particular, substituting

x = v cos(u)�
KN

�2
y = v sin(u) +

KT

�2
� =

q
K2

T +K2
N

into the surface representation of the right helicoid

s(x; y) =

�
x; y; tan�1

�
KTx+KNy

1 +KNx�KTy

��

yields the following parametrization

s(u; v) =

�
v cos(u)�

KN

�2
; v sin(u) +

KT

�2
; tan�1

�
KT cos(u) +KN sin(u)

�KT sin(u) +KN cos(u)

��

which then can be simplified to the familiar helicoidal form

s(u; v) =
�
v cos(u)� KN

�2
; v sin(u) + KT

�2
; u+ sign(KT ) cos�1

�
KN

�

��
: Q:E:D:

Proposition 4: The harmonic minimal solutions are the only functions (that satisfy the initial data and)

whose p-Laplacian �p(�) vanishes simultaneously for all p � 0.

Proof: We need to show that the three harmonic solutions are the only ones to satisfy

�p�(x; y)
4
= r � (jjr�jjp�2r�) = 0: (19)

First note that

p = 2 ) �p�(x; y) = ��(x; y) = �xx + �yy

p = 1 ) �p�(x; y) = r � (jjr�jj
�1
r�) = (�2x + �2y)

� 3

2 (�xx�
2
y � 2�x�y�xy + �yy�

2
x):

Assuming non vanishing gradient, both operators are well defined, thus a function �(x; y) that satisfies

both �1�(x; y) = 0 and �2�(x; y) = 0 must satisfy the following two constraints simultaneously

�xx + �yy = 0

�xx�
2
y � 2�x�y�xy + �yy�

2
x = 0:
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Summing up both sides we get

�xx(�
2
y + 1)� 2�x�y�xy + �yy(�

2
x + 1)

4
= H = 0

which requires the mean curvature of the surface (x; y; �(x; y)) in XY � to vanish everywhere. In other

words, a function whose p-Laplacian vanishes for all p must be a minimal surface. Naturally, it is time

to apply Hamel’s theorem [13] once again to conclude that the only candidates for �p = 0 8p can be

either a plane or a helicoid, namely, one of our harmonic minimal solutions (Proposition 3). It remains to

check which of these functions satisfies this constraint. Substituting each of them into Eq. 4 verifies that

all of them satisfy it and thus completes the proof. Q:E:D:
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